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Wildlife Photography Tip: Kayak Photography
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When my wife and I were starting to get into nature photography,
one of the best bits of advice we came across was to “try to take
the picture so you are at eye level with your subject.” The idea
behind this is that viewers of the photo will feel more of a connection to your subject, and it really is incredible the difference this
can make. For subjects such as waterfowl and shorebirds, however, this is much easier said than done. If you are taking your
pictures from the shore you are going to get muddy, wet, and most
likely smelly as well. You are also going to need a good deal of
patience, as most subjects aren’t going to hang around while you
get into position.
A far simpler approach to this type of photography is to get into
the water with your subjects. There are a lot of different ways to
achieve this, but I believe one of the best is to use a kayak. A
kayak offers the following benefits:
Lower angle: When you are in the kayak your lens is nearly at
water level, since most of your body is below the water. When
shooting from something such as a zodiak or canoe you will be
much higher, and the angle to your subject will be much worse.
Stability: A number of different kayak designs are on the market
now, and some of them are incredibly stable. The kayak I use is
designed as a fishing kayak and is so stable I can stand in it if necessary. When you are in the water with a small fortune in photography gear, stability is probably your biggest concern.

Mobility: In a kayak you need only a few of inches of water to
manoeuvre. This allows close shoreline access and also makes it
very easy to launch anywhere.
Weight: Kayaks are incredibly light compared to the alternatives,
making them very easy to transport (I carry two on my Mini Cooper). The ability to carry your boat easily also opens up some areas
that would be much harder to get to if you were using something
such as a canoe.
Reduced wildlife impact: This is probably the greatest benefit to
both you and the wildlife you are photographing. Animals will
typically flush very quickly when they see a human-like profile,
yet when you approach them in a kayak they often don’t react at
all, perhaps seeing you as nothing more than a log floating in the
water. You will get opportunities to observe behaviours you
wouldn’t normally see and get shots much closer than would be
possible any other way. At the same time it’s nice to know that
you are not disturbing the wildlife, or at least reducing the impact
of your presence.
I could go on and on, but my best advice, if you are interested, is
to try kayak photography for yourself. A number of places rent
kayaks, and renting is a great way to “test the water.”
I’m happy to answer any questions you might have. I can be
reached at colquhoun@gmail.com.
Harry Colquhoun

Blue-winged Teal

Golden Plover
Semipalmated Plover

Franklin’s Gull
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Edmonton Nature Club Indoor Meeting
Owls, Songbirds, and Grebes. Oh My!
The Edmonton Nature Club welcomed Kim Blomme, founder
of the Wildlife Rehabilitation Society of Edmonton (WRSE), at
the final meeting of the indoor season on April 11, 2014. Although well known to club members as the organizer of the
Edmonton Christmas Bird Count, on this occasion Kim reflected on her 25-year career treating and caring for injured and
orphaned birds and animals.
History of the WRSE
Kim founded the Alberta Bird Rescue Association out of her
Sherwood Park garage in 1989. The association took in 150
birds that first year, during which Kim juggled her job as an
animal health technologist at the Delton Veterinary Hospital,
running the bird rescue, and raising her sons. By the mid-1990s
increasing demands forced a turning point. The Alberta Bird
Rescue Association became the Wildlife Rehabilitation Society
of Edmonton, moved its operations to the University of Alberta
Research Station on 9th Avenue near Ellerslie, and started taking in wild animals. This was to be the rehabilitation centre for
the next 13 years, with Kim involved as a board member, volunteer wildlife technician, medical adviser, and pick-up driver
while continuing her duties at the Delton Hospital. However,
urban expansion forced a move, and with the help of the City
of Edmonton and the Nature Conservancy of Canada the current facilities were established.
Wildlife Hospital and Rehabilitation Centre
For the last three years the WRSE has been located at the site
of a former City of Edmonton Animal Control building located
close to the intersection of Yellowhead Trail and 127 Street. In
this building the WRSE was able to install an x-ray room and
surgical suite and develop procedures for handling patients that
cause less stress and enhance the likelihood of recovery. The
facility also includes more space office space, a front desk for
dealing with the public, and better indoor and outdoor holding
pens.

In 2008 Ruth Fleming donated her property through a conservation easement to the Nature Conservancy of Canada and
Ducks Unlimited. As the property includes a house that the two
conservation organizations would prefer not to leave vacant,
the use of the land was offered to the WRSE. This 16-acre site
now houses pens and aviaries that allow injured birds and animals to get more exercise before being released. The society is
now well served by its acute-care facility in the city at 12515
128 Street and the rural site at the corner of RR271 (Pioneer
Road) and Twp 534 that concentrates on long-term rehabilitation.
Care of Injured Animals
In the new hospital, WRSE staff can assess the condition of
injured animals, x-ray bones, and undertake surgery, if necessary. Problems often are caused by dehydration or malnourishment, which can be reversed by a short period of care.
Since its inception the WRSE has cared for over 16,000 wild
birds and animals. The demand for services continues to grow.
Over 1,500 wildlife patients are treated annually: 85% are birds
and 15% mammals; of the birds, 65% are songbirds, 20% waterfowl, and 15% raptors.
Volunteers and Funding
The WRSE now supports six year-round full-time staff and
three part-time staff and provides summer employment for
grant-assisted students. It is heavily dependent on volunteers to
“plug the gaps” and respond to exceptional circumstances.
Staff and volunteers answer over five thousand calls on its 365
days-a-year wildlife hotline.
The WRSE is dependent on participating veterinary clinics,
community partners, members, and donors for ongoing support. You can become a member, make a donation, or foster an
animal and receive a tax-deductible donation. The WRSE always has a wish list of items ranging from power tools to food
for the animals in its care. “Run Wild for Wildlife,” now in its
15th year and held in Hawrelak Park in early April, is an impor-
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tant fundraiser for the Society. However, the number of patients taken in by the WRSE each year has been growing, and
difficult decisions have had to be made to reduce costs and
overhead without compromising patient care.
Education
Members of the WRSE visit schools to educate students about
the importance of wildlife in our community and the steps they
can take to help wildlife thrive. Age-appropriate lessons are
taught about life cycles (grade 3), litter (grade 4), wetlands
(grade 5), and trees (grade 6). WRSE educated over five thousand students in the 2012/13 school year.
The WRSE has developed a number of pamphlets: on bird
electrocutions, bird window strikes, and cat predation – all
common causes of wildlife injury and fatalities. These may be
found on the WRSE website, wildlife-edm.ca/.
Emergency Response
Awards
In August 2005, 43 CN Rail cars derailed, spilling their contents of oil and wood preservative into Wabamun Lake, the
home of a large nesting colony of Western Grebes and other
waterfowl. The WRSE responded as best it could to the affected birds, first at the Wabamun Arena and then at a response
unit set up in Spruce Grove. Dealing with an inland oil spill
was a completely new situation for WRSE, as large numbers of
water birds required specialized cleaning, care, and feeding.
Over a thousand oiled birds were collected from the lake, over
half of them dead. Of the 450 live birds collected, just over 100
survived the rescue, washing, and rehabilitation process.

Since it began in Kim Blomme’s garage 25 years ago, the
WRSE has become a permanent fixture and essential service
for wildlife in the Edmonton area. Kim has received several
awards in recognition of her work. In accepting these awards,
she is quick to credit the veterinarians, board members, staff,
students, interns, and volunteers who have contributed to the
work of the WRSE in caring for and rehabilitating injured and
orphaned birds and animals.
Alan Hingston

A similar situation occurred last year on the Cold Lake Air
Weapons Range when oily seepages affected a number of
muskrats and beavers that required cleaning and rehabilitation.

All Photos from
The Wildlife Rehabilitation Society of Edmonton

On the cover: "In good hands"
Cleaning a beaver affected by an oil spill. Photo from The Wildlife Rehabilitation Society of Edmonton
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Executive Messages
During these long, sunny days, our members have paused to
enjoy Alberta wildflowers, renewed their interest in butterflies,
and chased summer birds. Many participated in our nature
walks and field trips, and we thank the volunteer leaders who
made this possible.
The field trip coordinator position is a busy one, and Janice
Hurlburt has been doing a great job. We would like to provide
Janice with some help, so if you enjoy being outdoors with the
club, please consider being part of the field trip team. Could
you be an equipment manager or take care of scheduling for
some months? For more information contact Ann at ann55john@yahoo.ca or speak with any executive member.
Alan Hingston, our program director, is currently lining up
speakers for those entertaining monthly presentations at King’s
University College. Study Group leaders Patsy Cotterill, Karen
Lindsay, and Colleen Raymond are also booking dates for various topics at the J. Percy Page Centre. What will we learn this

year? Whatever it is, you can be sure it will come up on the
online discussion group.
This is the last free issue for those receiving a printed, paper copy
of The Parkland Naturalist. There has been a great response to
the electronic file version available to members online. The website button marked Member Entrance will allow you to access
current and archived copies of the magazine, along with other
special notices and members’ media. The current password is
robin.
The club hosted a brand-new event with a nature appreciation
weekend at Miquelon Provincial Park. Participants enjoyed a
variety of activities relating to birds, bugs, and nature in general.
If the event is repeated we hope some volunteers will come forward to cover plant-related activities.
We’re looking forward to the upcoming year!
The ENC Executive

Important information regarding this magazine!
After September 2014, mailed printed copies of The Parkland Naturalist will be available only by paid subscription. The cost of a
subscription will be $15 per year in addition to your Edmonton Nature Club membership fee. Membership renewal notices will include a subscription option. Members with dues paid into a future year will be able to purchase a magazine subscription separately if
they prefer to be mailed a printed copy. Some members have already purchased a subscription, which will take effect automatically.
The Parkland Naturalist is available online to all ENC members. Visit edmontonnatureclub.org and look for the green “Members
Only” button (middle right, marked with the club logo). You will also find previous magazine issues in the archived section of the
page. Whenever a new issue of PN is released, members will receive an e-mail notice that includes the password.
The ENC Executive

Marsh Marigold, Photo by Judy Johnson

The views, comments and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the respective contributors concerned only. They do not necessarily
reflect the views or positions of the editor, the Edmonton Nature Club (ENC), its executive or any other representatives or agents.
The ENC is not responsible for, and disclaims any liability for, the content expressed in The Parkland Naturalist by contributors. The information
set forth in this publication has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the ENC to be reliable. However, the ENC does not make any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.
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Baillie Birdathon 2014 Results
Thursday, May 29, was my “green” Baillie Birdathon, which was
not only the wettest but also possibly my best Birdathon so far. I
decided that I’d do a “green” Birdathon because I wanted to focus
more on the birds around our area and also I wanted to reduce my
carbon footprint even by just a little bit, since I live in an area
where vehicles are essential for everyday life.
In the very wet rainy morning, at around 7:40 a.m., I started walking to the slough across from our house where I was able to find
many species of water birds, including Black Terns, Yellowheaded and Red-winged Blackbirds, Blue-winged Teals, American
Avocets, a Sora, and American Coots. However, the large flocks
of shorebirds that I had seen days before were nowhere to be seen.
From where I was standing, I could hear Baltimore Orioles, Yellow Warblers, and House Wrens singing in the trees that grow
along the slough on the south side. By this point, the rain was
coming down quite heavily, making it very difficult for me to use
my camera and binoculars, so I wasn’t able to take many photos at
the beginning of my day.
I walked over to the woods where I added Tennessee Warbler,
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Ruffed Grouse, Red-eyed Vireo, Least
Flycatcher, Song Sparrow, and White-throated Sparrow, just to
name a few. As I was walking further into the woods, I was very
excited to find three Magnolia Warblers and two American Redstarts (Alberta firsts for me!) along with a very secretive Common
Yellowthroat making its “wichty-witchy” song, Clay-colored
Sparrows, a Swainson’s Thrush, Alder Flycatchers, Black-billed
Magpies, and European Starlings. When I came out of the woods I
set up my scope again to look at the slough and saw two Ringnecked Ducks feeding in the reeds with a pair of Northern Pintails,
Ruddy Ducks, Redheads, and Green-winged Teals. After scanning
through all the ducks, I moved my attention to another spot that
shorebirds favour – all I could see were American Avocets, and
then, as I was about to put the lens cap on my scope, a Blackbellied Plover (first of the season) came into view. So far, the first
hour of my Birdathon, though very wet, was very productive!
After the slough I headed for home – I needed dry clothes and a
hot breakfast. I sat in our window seat and tallied Barn Swallow,
Bank Swallow, American Goldfinch, Savannah Sparrow, House
Sparrow, Sprague’s Pipit, Wilson’s Snipe, Western Meadowlark,
and a Common Raven, all while eating breakfast.
Indian Lake (west of our house) was the next stop on my list, and
there I spotted very cooperative Le Conte’s Sparrows, a dozen
Eared Grebes, and two dozen Common Goldeneyes with the males
displaying. I also heard another Common Yellowthroat, and this
time I was able to see it quite clearly.

From the lake I walked to what we call our One Hundred Acre
Wood, although it’s actually only 18 acres. The woods were alive
with Baltimore Orioles, Least Flycatchers, two White-breasted
Nuthatches, Yellow Warblers, House Wrens, Eastern Kingbirds, a
single Yellow-rumped Warbler, and mosquitoes. As I was looking
at an American Redstart, I heard a bird that sounded different from
the others. I was trying to find out where the singing was coming
from, and although the bird was singing in the tree above me, I
couldn’t see it. My binoculars weren’t helping either – they were
fogging up and the lenses were smeared from the rain. I could hear
that the bird sounded like a vireo, but it didn’t sound quite right for
a Warbling or Red-eyed Vireo. Finally, after trying to locate the
bird for 10 minutes, I could see through my binoculars the bold
white spectacles and blue-gray head of my lifer, a Blue-headed
Vireo! After seeing the Blue-headed Vireo I thought my day
couldn’t get any better, but shortly afterwards a first-of-season
Blackpoll Warbler and Philadelphia Vireo added to my excitement.

I left the woods and started walking over to our farmyard, where I
picked up Rock Pigeons, Red-tailed Hawk, Swainson’s Hawk,
Brown-headed Cowbirds, and Vesper Sparrows. I continued on,
hoping to find Canvasbacks on our neighbour’s slough and Chipping Sparrows in the spruce trees. As I was nearing the slough, I
heard Chipping Sparrows “trilling” in the trees, but then saw two
birds gleaning insects from the spruce tree. They were Western
Kingbirds, a common sight in southern Alberta, but not so much in
my area. I watched the kingbirds for a while, then scoped out the
slough, finding a Red-necked Grebe, Canvasbacks, and a Piedbilled Grebe.
The last slough I visited is just north of our house, in a neighbour’s
pasture. On the slough, I found male and female Cinnamon Teals
and a pair of Horned Grebes.
I finished my Birdathon at home with my last two species, a Cliff
Swallow and a Ruby-throated Hummingbird at our feeders.
Altogether my Birdathon was terrific and I tallied 82 species.
Thank you to the Edmonton Nature Club and everyone who has
supported me this year. I greatly appreciate all of the encouragement. As of writing this, I've raised $1,045, which will be divided
between Bird Studies Canada and the ENC. Thank you, everyone,
and happy birding!

One of the Le Conte’s Sparrows
Charlotte Wasylik
Photos by Charlotte Wasylik
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The Grassland Tour, 2014
Brooks/Lake Newell May Species Count, May 17–18

around Rolling Hills in Zone 8.

Traditionally held the long weekend in May, the Brooks count
again attracted well over 45 participants from various Alberta
clubs and societies. The weather cooperated again this year
with mild spring conditions and very little rainfall during the
count period. Scouts reported good road conditions, topped up
reservoirs (not so good). Some of the larger ponds and sloughs
had tempting mud flats and gravel bars for the migrating waterfowl and the various shorebird species passing through the
area.

Birds missing this year included Eastern Kingbird (on their
way!), Black-capped Chickadee, Bobolink, Lark Bunting, Pine
Siskin, and, most unusual for the count, American Redstart.
Guess the long weekend being a week earlier this year made all
the difference to some of the exact numbers.

A review of records from previous years makes it quite obvious
that early or late spring conditions can result in bird number
swings up and down. The expertise of those taking part plays
an important role too, but the annual Brooks count has never
been short of birders with a
vast knowledge, as well as
plenty of experience, especially the crew from Calgary
that turns out in big numbers
every year. I should also add
that some new participants
from the Edmonton area took
part this year and all were
impressed with the whole
experience. “It looks like an
army exercise” was one response that I heard!
A total of 161 species was
counted this year, which is
about average, and the count
was again sponsored by
TransCanada Pipelines and Ducks Unlimited Canada. Meetings
were held this time around at the Brooks Royal Canadian Legion, as the camp kitchen covered area in Tillebrook Park was
demolished after incessant wintertime vandalism. There is no
nature club in Brooks, so local participation was again virtually
nonexistent, which is a great pity as we normally get great coverage on the radio and in the local press.
Unusual sightings were talked about as the counters related
their early count experiences – Great Egret at Kitsim Reservoir,
a lone Snow Goose in the Medicine Wheel project, 2 latemoving Hudsonian Godwits, 1 Black-headed Grosbeak that
was way north of its usual range. Jerry Pilny counted close to
80 Lincoln Sparrows in an area north of Lake Newell Resort!
Counters surveying the San Francisco Lake counted 54 Blackcrowned Night Herons all nesting in a row on the reed beds
close to shore. Two Palm Warblers were a surprise, as was the
Bald Eagle, which is not usually seen on this count.
As usual, high numbers of certain species were seen this year:
1,445 Northern Shovelers, 305 Whimbrels, 176 Wilson’s
Snipes, 571 Pelicans, and 297 Sprague’s Pipits top the list.
Usually we see 3 or 4 Burrowing Owls but this year the Andersons from Calgary found 2 in the Ducks Unlimited Circle E
project, which is a first for the count. Normally they are found

Writing-on-Stone/Milk River May Species Count,
May 24–25
Great turnout of 16 participants for the count this year, and 142
species were counted, the second highest total ever. Conditions
were good too, similar to the those for the Brooks count. Plenty
of ponds and sloughs and the coulees that are so important to
this count turned up excellent bird numbers. Thanks to Ken
Orich from Lethbridge, who
did some great scouting for us
and as usual was full of enthusiasm. Pakowki Lake water
levels were again quite high
and a Great Egret was spotted
close to the neighbouring Hutterite colony. Donna and Arthur Wieckowski had an
eventful Saturday in the Pinhorn Grazing Reserve and
reported close to 90 species in
the reserve.
Unusual sightings included an
Osprey with attached radio
transmitter, 2 Peregrine Falcons spotted in a riverside cliff
nest, Yellow-breasted Chat (two years in a row), Yellowbellied Flycatcher at the Red Barn, Sage Thrasher, Northern
Mockingbird, Cassin’s Vireo, 2 Mountain Bluebirds at Aden,
and 1 lonesome Whimbrel!
Some low numbers of certain species were probably caused by
late migration: 3 McCown’s Longspurs, 1 Say’s Phoebe, 11
Buffleheads, and only 7 Ferruginous Hawks. Last year 174
Lark Buntings were seen – this year 1! Bullocks Oriole was
missing this year, as were Bittern, Black-headed Grosbeak, and
again no Chickadee. They probably moved through on Monday
just after we all left!
So, two great counts. Look for the results on the Nature Calgary website as well as at edmontonnatureclub.org. Here’s to
next year and a hoped-for continued success.
Bob Parsons
Special Event Coordinator, Edmonton Nature Club

Sage Thrasher
Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
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Snow Goose Chase, April 26–27, 2014
This annual event was again held on the last weekend in April. Participants travelled in three buses for the paying public and eight buses for
inner-city youth and families, recent immigrants to our area, and refugees, plus young naturalists from Nature Alberta and two local schools
– Oliver and Stratford.

looked after the catering for the inner-city buses.
Our main sponsors are listed on the Snow Goose Chase website
<snowgoosechase.ca>, which also includes a link to an excellent
video featuring students from the Oliver School and Nellie McClung
School.

Travel conditions were a vast improvement on last year’s muddy and
In closing, I would like to mention that the club again put up four
washed-out roads. The weather was generally fair, but some of the
bluebird nesting boxes on the Kallal Ranch property. Thanks to Del
larger bodies of water
Huget and John Jaworwere still frozen. The
ski for the great-looking
main geese locations
boxes! Two of them
were again east of
commemorate Edgar T.
Mundare Beach (East
Jones and Jim Morrison,
Viewpoint), so most
both of whom played
buses only had to take
such a key role in the
the 20-minute ride from
early days of the Snow
Tofield to view migratGoose Chase in the
ing swans and geese.
1990s. Wonder whose
Some groups were fornames will be considtunate to find flocks of
ered for next year? Jaye
Snow Geese flying
Lee should be recognorthwards when visitnized for sure. Our
ing Parsons Quarry and
longtime guide and
Amisk Creek. Stops
supporter, Jaye passed
were made in the mornaway shortly before this
ing to view the displays
year’s event. A very
and exhibits in the Tospecial memorial table
field Community Hall.
was set up in the comRay Cromie was availmunity hall so all could
able by the hockey
see and reflect on an
arena, and his owl bandamazing club member.
ing demo was again the
highlight for many prePhoto by Angela Kei Cheung
sent. Randal Hoscheit
had set up scopes by the
soccer field across from the wetlands adjacent to the downtown core.
Inner-City Opportunities
The Beaverhill Bird Observatory hosted a bird-banding station in the
Close to fourteen different Edmonton groups (plus one from
local Lions Park, and all the youngsters took part in an entertaining,
Morinville) packed into the eight buses we ran this year. As aleducational hands-on display. The wetlands behind the Tofield Nature
Centre were a big draw again this year, very ably marshalled by keen
ways, I was able to rely on a great bunch of folks to lead and assist
University of Alberta volunteers who explained why wetlands are
on the buses, and I have been receiving some valuable information
valuable and pointed out various birds singing in the vicinity.
and feedback about what we can improve on next year. I am quite
An enthusiastic army of around 90 volunteers again assisted in this
annual event, our 15th! Club members, students at local colleges and
the University of Alberta, and many others all helped in the planning
and were very active throughout the weekend’s activities. Scouting
plays an important role in the Chase, and thanks go to everyone who
donated time and gas to locate geese for us. Donna Bamber looked
after all the bus bookings as well as taking care of the various tasks
that I delegated to her! Fred Martin, up there in St. Albert, canvassed
all the big grocery stores for food donations as well as seeking out
valuable financial donations. Blair Rippin again took care of most of
the big corporate fund-raising, and I am very grateful for all that he
does. As I write, we are already planning for next year’s funding.
Vanita in the Tofield town office was again full of enthusiasm and
eager to make some great suggestions. She had a team of eight students from the local high school helping out at a few locations. Treva
Piekema talked to the local media and helped some of the local Junior
Forest Wardens to set up the hall. Obviously, the club could not do all
this without sponsors and supporters, including other organizations – a
special thank you to one and all! Special mention especially goes to
Save-on-Foods at Jasper and 109 Street in Edmonton, and Lorne, who

concerned about the financial situation we will face due to various
cutbacks and the fact that we can no longer rely on the Government of Alberta Community Spirit Program that was axed in the
last budget. We might well have to sit down and think about future
plans, maybe scale back somewhat.
I think the following letter from Tracey Falardeau, manager of
Child and Family Resources at the Bissell Centre, justly recognizes what we accomplish with the Chase.
Dear Edmonton Nature Club and Enbridge Pipelines staff.
On behalf of Bissell Centre`s Early Childhood Development Program,
we want to thank you for organizing the Snow Goose Chase on April
26th for the low-income families who rely on Bissell Centre for help.
The parents and children who utilize our childcare program struggle
with living in poverty and this event built a positive experience in
their life.
You have made a difference to the families who participated in the
event…you have given them hope by thinking of them and providing
an experience that they would not have otherwise been able to do on
their own.
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We have a lot to live up to next year! Again, thanks to everyone who
helped in the running of this great club initiative.

Bob Parsons
Special Event Coordinator, Edmonton Nature Club

Angela is a Snow Goose Chase volunteer. Angela’s photos are from
the Nature Alberta Young Naturalists group. For more photos see her
blog at the following link:
https://keicheungphotography.wordpress.com/

Photo by Shirley Coulson

Photos by Angela Kei Cheung
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Parkland Plant Notes – Weeds, Part 2
The Consequences of Hitching Their Wagon
to Humanity’s Star
Keeping an Open Mind on Weeds
In my first article on weeds (in the previous issue of the PN) I
attempted to describe the intimate relationship that exists between humanity and weeds. Some readers may have been puzzled by my ambiguous attitude towards weeds, especially now
that the spread of alien biota throughout the world is recognized as a leading factor in the decline of global diversity,
along with human overpopulation, habitat loss and fragmentation, pollution, and climate change. I am certainly not against
the control of weeds, and I acknowledge that herbicide use is
often necessary to remove them from natural and semi-natural
communities. What I do suggest is that naturalists – and indeed, the public at large – should maintain an open mind. We
should appreciate what a fascinating and accessible aspect of
plant biology weeds represent, and how much we can learn
from them. Our focus should extend well beyond merely eliminating them. (Even our tough new provincial weed control
regulations target only certain species.) Because the history of
weeds is linked so much with our own, their study provides
insights into our mutual pasts, and their fortunes raise questions
for the future of the planet.
Origin of Weeds
According to conventional biological wisdom, plants evolved
weedy tendencies to cope with natural disturbance to vegetation cover caused by avalanches, fire, floods, and drought, and
likely such weedy individuals were relatively few at one time.
Their numbers increased between and after the glacial periods,
when retreat of the glaciers opened up vast areas of bare
ground. They increased again with the advent of Neolithic agriculture, when plants pre-adapted to natural disturbance moved
literally into fresh fields, likely having acquired genetic
changes. A great expansion of agriculture came with the migration of Europeans in the second millennium. Alfred Crosby,
writing in Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion
of Europe, 900-1900 (a book, incidentally, that should be compulsory reading for all immigrants, whatever their generation),
explains that most of this migration with subsequent colonization was to what he calls the Neo-Europes, that is, the Americas, parts of Australia, and New Zealand. Thus vast areas of
disturbed habitat were created where the similarity of climate
to that of Europe allowed colonists to transport and establish
their agriculture, livestock, weeds, and, to a large extent, lifestyle. (A 1979 estimate was that 27% of Canada’s flora consists
of introduced species, most the accompaniment of human migration; in the U.S.A. percentages of over 30 are reported for
long-settled states.)
An Example of Specialist Adaptation
Agricultural weeds both in Europe and the Neo-Europes
evolved still further under the selective pressures of cultivation
practices, adapting them to survival in crops and enabling them

to wage continual war with human economic objectives.
An example of a weed that shows extreme adaptation to growing with a particular crop is the corn cockle (Agrostemma
githago), a member of the pink family. It is an agrestal, a weed
of arable land, but unlike most agrestals, which are generally
adapted to grow in land that is continually disturbed, it specializes by mimicking the crop in which it grows. Probably of
Mediterranean origin, and of only occasional occurrence in
North America, it was formerly a very common contaminant of
winter wheat in Europe. It grows a little shorter than the crop;
its seeds ripen at the same time as those of the crop but the capsules don’t open fully. The seeds, which are the same weight as
the cereal grains, get harvested and threshed with them and are
sown with them in the fall. They germinate at once to produce
a rosette of leaves that is both frost-hardy and resistant to mechanical removal. However, the introduction of better methods
of seed purification has meant that this attractive plant has virtually disappeared within a short span of years. The same happens when cultivation of a particular crop is abandoned, as for
example the weeds associated with flax. (Changes in agricultural practices can also cause the loss of native species with
weedy tendencies, such as milkweeds, which grow in agricultural situations. Over a 50% decline in common milkweed,
Asclepias syriaca, has been documented in the U.S. Midwest
due to the use of the herbicide glyphosate on geneticallymodified glyphosate-resistant [“Roundup-ready”] corn and
soybeans. Decline of milkweed, a major food plant for the larvae of monarch butterflies, is associated with the decline in
monarch numbers.)
Conservation of Weeds?
The loss of weeds associated with historical methods of agriculture has stimulated some initiatives towards their conservation, particularly in Europe. Thus “museums” have been established in which weeds are grown along with their crops, which
are cultivated and harvested in traditional ways. As well, heritage weed communities have been conserved in marginal agricultural areas and parks. Weeds with traditional genotypes preserved in museums can serve as models for comparison with
those from intensively cultivated or herbicide-treated areas, and
for testing herbicides. Fort Edmonton would, I believe, be an
excellent location for such a museum, providing opportunities
for interpretation. (I mentioned the educational value of accessible and expendable urban weeds in my first article.) To keep
numbers under control, children could be allowed to indulge
their flower-picking instincts on the showier ones!
I agree, deliberately cultivating a bunch of our most annoying
and still thriving weeds could be a hard idea to swallow. Take
stinkweed (Thlaspi arvense), the commonest weed in Alberta
according to the Alberta weed survey of 1978. Thought to have
been present in North America since the early 1700s, it was
definitively collected in Fort Garry, Manitoba, in 1860, where
it probably originated in baled goods, and 20 years later was
abundant in Manitoba and Quebec and around the Hudson’s
Bay Company trading posts in the Northwest Territories. Its
success (wide range and numbers) depends on a suite of adap-
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tations including the ability to overwinter as seed or as a rosette, abundant seed production, and seed dormancy that allows
it to maintain a seed bank in the soil. Perhaps this heritage and
skill set make it worthy
of preservation? I have
on occasion at least considered preserving one or
two of Edmonton’s denizens of wayside and
waste places – its ruderal
weeds – in my garden.
Too late I took pity on a
small population of
knawel (Scleranthus annuus), a scruffy little annual (again in the pink
family) that grew on the
edge of a field where the
Cameron Heights subdivision is now. And I contemplated (again not in
time) relocating the
witchgrass (Panicum
Stinkweed (Thlaspi arvense),
capillare) that grew at
Alberta’s commonest weed?
the municipal airport and
in the former graveled car park alongside downtown Grant
MacEwan to form an airy edging to my garden path! After all,
weeds contribute to biodiversity: shouldn’t they be conserved
too?
Effect on Natural (Native) Communities
A familiarity with individual weeds can enrich our botanical
lives, and their extermination should not be a preoccupation.
Nevertheless, the darker picture is that they are heavily implicated, along with the other alien species, crops, and livestock
resulting from Europeanization of the colonies and world-wide
trade, in the wholesale alteration and devastation of native plant
communities. Many (but not all) of us believe that indigenous
communities must thus remain a major focus for preservation. I
will explore this and other themes in a third article. As naturalists, we shed tears for the disappearance of species and of diverse natural communities, but even we have little understanding of the extent of the loss. The vast majority of us are content
to live in the only world we know, a vastly-changed, humanhomogenized, and ultimately impoverished world. Can we contemplate a better future?
Patsy Cotterill

Native fireweed (Chamerion angustifolium) forming colonies after
ground clearing along 76 Avenue, Edmonton. Its pioneering ability,
largely aided by its abundant seed production, is evident, but this
population won’t last. I’ll discuss some of its intriguing qualities in the
next article.
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The legendary corn cockle (Agrostemma githago) (from Internet). Its
seeds, contaminating wheat, could sometimes cause poisoning.

Photos by Patsy Cotterill
(except Corn cockle, left)
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Chasing Birds
The Return of the Miquelon Mangler
He’s back! Or is it she? You may recall the report on the atrocities at Miquelon Lake last year. Dozens of victims had been
laid out on the beach. Mr. L. Pipixcan and several close relatives had been murdered, and most of their bodies were consumed. We told you of the body count and named a suspect,
but the killer was never brought to justice.

Or maybe it’s Mrs. Peregrinus. The whole family shares the
same reputation. But since neither was actually seen in the
area, we do have to be concerned about false accusations. I did
see a Ms. F. Columbarius harassing other beach-goers, but I
don’t think she has the physical capabilities to handle anyone
the size of L. Pipixcan.
A new twist this summer is that the Mangler is also attacking a

Mr. F. Peregrinus

The prime suspect, Mr. F. Peregrinus, had been seen in the
area. His reputation for this type of behaviour is long known.
But there was no firm evidence. He couldn’t even be apprehended and brought in for questioning.
This summer, it’s all happening again. A walk along the beach
has a person navigating around numerous dead bodies. Again,
the relatives of L. Pipixcan have been attacked and partially
eaten. Personally, I still believe Mr. Peregrinus is responsible.

much larger victim. I saw the remains of over twenty of Mr. L.
Californicus’s relations scattered down the beach. Going by the
style of outer coverings the victims were wearing, they were all
very young. These victims are much more physically imposing
than the Pipixcans. It would seem that they would be too much
for one of the Peregrinuses to manage.
My suspicions were proven correct on the morning of August
10. I was sitting on the beach in close proximity to several
Mr. L. Californicus

remains of Mr. L. Californicus
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Ms. A. Gentilis
Photos by Gerald Romanchuk

members of Mr. Californicus’s family when they were
quickly and silently attacked from behind. Luckily, the intended victim was able to twist away and escape.
I saw and photographed this attacker. It was a Ms. A. Gentilis.
I’m confident of the identification. I’ve had several encounters
with her before. Her reputation is very similar to that of the
Peregrinuses. She’s well known for attacking a variety of victims. The main difference is that most of her dirty work is
done under the cover of a forest, not out in the open.

But even with photographic evidence, the authorities are reluctant
to do anything. They say she’d be too hard to catch and that my
evidence is still circumstantial.
Admittedly, there are still questions. Is only Ms. Gentilis making
the attacks? How many victims are attacked each day? Are any of
the Peregrinuses still around and mangling the smaller victims?
Will this beach ever be safe??? I vow not to rest ’til these questions are answered!
Gerald Romanchuk

Conservation Corner: Oleskiw River Valley Update
The location of the controversial trail connecting the Fort Edmonton footbridge to the new Terwillegar Park footbridge under construction is still undetermined. City Council declined to
accept Sustainable Development’s proposal for a riverside trail
at a public meeting in April, calling for more public consultation. This subsequently consisted of two meetings with stakeholders, including the environmental community, and an open
house on May 31. Some decisions and possibly a further public
meeting with Council are expected later in the summer.
Shirley Coulson and Patsy Cotterill took the lead in opposing
the riverside trail, representing the Edmonton Nature Club at
the public meeting in April. They have been assisted in their
cause by other club members such as Rocky Feroe, Marg
Reine, and Pat Wishart, and the media gurus of the ENC, together with Edmonton Native Plant Group members Cherry
Dodd and Judith Golub. Other ENC members took time to attend the open house and/or fill in survey forms online.
We have no means of knowing exactly how many members
expressed their opinions on this initiative to find a less environmentally damaging trail alignment, but we suspect it was only a
small proportion of the total ENC membership. Yet numbers

count in any political issue or campaign. At Council’s public
hearing in April, we were specifically asked how many people
we were representing. At open houses and in online surveys,
that representative support needs to be clearly demonstrated.
We do not expect members to know the details of an issue, nor
to feel as passionate as those of us who are geographically familiar with an area. But we can expect members to spend a
little time getting to know the basics of the issue, forming an
opinion, and then communicating it to the authorities by phone,
e-mail, appearance at a public meeting, or written survey.
Many groups understand this, and get behind their proponents
who spend many hours poring over reports, organizing communications, becoming familiar with the area itself, and attending
meetings on their behalf.
Political action for conservation isn’t nearly as much fun as
being out in nature, I’ll admit, but unfortunately it is necessary.
A decision on the Oleskiw Trail alignment is expected sometime this fall. We hope you will stay vigilant and support the
most ecologically friendly option.
Patsy Cotterill
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Jaye Lee
July 3, 1942–April 14, 2014
The Edmonton Nature Club was shocked to hear of Jaye Lee’s untimely death, and it is with great sadness that I write this review of
her active life.
Before her retirement Jaye worked with Telus, starting as a switchboard operator, working her way up to accounting and into management, and ending her career as a project manager.
Jaye was very active in the Edmonton Bird Club for many years before it merged with the Edmonton Natural History Club. She
worked on the amalgamation committee, helping with the finances and the executive task lists. After the two clubs united, Jaye become the secretary of the Edmonton Nature Club (ENC), a position she held for 10 years. She was always willing to work on club
activities, helping Bob Parsons to organize the Snow Goose Chase, as well as serving as a guide for children on the school buses.
When the ENC decided to write a book about its history, Jaye worked with me to get the club archives in order, and we spent about a
month sorting material and filing it with the City of Edmonton Archives. She continued to keep the club archives up to date. In 2010
Jay was a very deserving recipient of the club’s Robert Turner Award of Appreciation. Her dedication to our club will be greatly
missed.
The ENC was not the only group Jaye volunteered with; she was on the board of the Edmonton branch of the Canadian Association
for Disabled Skiing – Alberta and secretary of her community league, as well as helping at a local medical clinic once a week.
Jaye belonged to many sports clubs in the city: cycling, canoeing, and seniors’ hiking and skiing. She was the trip organizer for both
downhill and cross-country ski outings. Jaye was at one time a competitive swimmer and held her lifeguard certification, as well as a
captain’s ticket for sailing. She enjoyed birding trips with her brother Art, travelling to Texas, California, Arizona, and many other
places to add new lifers to her list.
Jaye had two brothers and two sisters; we send our sincere
sympathy to all her family and friends.
Marg Reine

Photo to the right:
Jaye is holding “Joyce,” one of the birds that cannot be
released, at the Alberta Birds of Prey Foundation (Jaye’s
favourite charity) in Coaldale, east of Lethbridge.
Photo by Morvyn Patterson

Brenda Shaughnessy
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Kathleen (Kay) Ball, BSc, MSc, PhD
Dr. Kathleen (Kay) Ball passed
away early in the morning of August 15, 2014.
Kathleen Elizabeth Fetherston was
born in London, Ontario, on April
13, 1921, and went to school there,
graduating in June 1944 with a
BSc from the University of Western Ontario. After Kay’s father
died in 1923, her mother (Muriel
Fetherston) and all three girls lived
with her grandfather, William
Edwin (W. E.) Saunders, who
operated a pharmaceutical company. He was also a prominent
local naturalist and early conservationist who spearheaded the
preservation of Point Pelee. In 1931 he became the first president
of the Federation of Ontario Naturalists.
After graduating from the University of Western Ontario, Kay
worked in Ottawa with the National Parks Bureau, which later
became the Canadian Wildlife Service. She did graduate work at
Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, earning a master’s degree
followed in 1949 by a PhD. Her thesis was titled A Study of the
Ring-necked Pheasant on Pelee Island, Ontario. She studied the
breeding behaviour and nesting productivity of pheasants in different habitats. At that time the fall pheasant hunt was an important
economic activity in southern Ontario. Kay was a pioneer as a
female ornithologist and her studies of the relationship between
pheasant productivity and vegetation and farming practices were
relatively new, bringing an ecological orientation into bird life
history research.
At Cornell Kay met George Ball, and they were married on Sep-

tember 6, 1949. George also received a PhD from Cornell and in
late 1954 accepted a position as associate professor in the Department of Entomology at the University of Alberta. He was the curator of the E. H. Strickland Entomological Museum until 1992 and
is now a professor emeritus. George is an expert on beetles, especially ground beetles (Carabidae), and in 1966 named a new subspecies of Carabidae after his wife: Scaphinotus petersi kathleenae
Ball, 1966.
George and Kay Ball joined the Edmonton Bird Club in 1954 and
for 60 years were members of the Edmonton Bird Club and Edmonton Natural History Club and their successor, the Edmonton
Nature Club. Both Kay and George served as presidents of the
Edmonton Bird Club, and Kay was also president of the Edmonton
Natural History Club. Kay compiled the 1956 and 1957 Christmas
Bird Count results and was awarded the Robert Turner Appreciation Award in 1981.
A remembrance of Kay is contained in Preserving our Natural
Environment: Celebrating the Centennial of the Edmonton Nature
Club. In an interview with Marg Reine in 2007, Kay shared her
memories of the early days of the Edmonton Bird Club with stories of some of the lighter moments and social occasions. Peter
Demulder remembers the club in the 1960s as a family-oriented
academic social club with field trips, mostly to Beaverhills Lake.
Kay had acute hearing and was particularly adept at finding Le
Conte’s sparrows out at the lake.
Kay will be remembered as being friendly and helpful in sharing
her considerable academic and field knowledge of birds with
members. Our deepest sympathies go to George and to the family
members.
Alan Hingston

Young Naturalists at Hermitage Park
In spite of a rainy evening, the first Young Naturalists Club
Family Nature Night of 2014 was a great success. Forty nature
lovers joined the YNC team in Hermitage Park for a birdthemed nature night, during which participants were treated to
presentations from three experts. Corey Scobie, Assistant Curator of Ornithology at the Royal Alberta Museum, brought many
interesting bird specimens to show the diversity of birds found
in Alberta. Amy Nixon and Elyse Williams of the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute taught families why birds call
and how scientists use bird calls to count birds in the wild. Finally, Justine Kummer, a master’s degree student at the University of Alberta, helped us to understand why birds hit windows
and what we can do to prevent that from happening. The YNC
team would like to thank each of these experts, as well as the
many volunteers who helped make our event a great success in
spite of a bit of drizzle. Special thanks to the Edmonton Nature
Club, whose ongoing support is instrumental in the continued
success of Family Nature Nights.
Candace Farrar
Young Naturalists Club Program Manager

Nature Alberta mascot Hootie hiding from the rain.
Photo from Family Nature Night organizers
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Owl Story with a Difference
The location of a nesting pair of Great Horned Owls does
not stay a secret for very long, certainly not in places
where people walk, either with or without their dogs.
This was the case this spring in St. Albert’s Grey Nuns
White Spruce Park, formerly known as “The Spruce
Lot.”
Successful nesting has occurred there in past years, but
after an absence of several years this was a new try. Great
Horned Owls had been heard calling during the St. Albert
area Christmas Bird Count, and I had seen one perched in
a tree along Meadowview Drive one late evening in December. That was close to the Spruce Lot area.
A very observant friend discovered the nest and informed
me about its location. Depending on how she was positioned on the nest, one could see the head or the tail of
the incubating female. Occasionally I checked on the progress of the owls. It was always nice to see her low on the
nest, sometimes barely visible. With some luck, the male
could be seen perched near the nest.
This particular winter I had noticed good evidence of
Varying Hares (Snowshoe Rabbits) in this forest and became interested in trying my luck to photograph these
elusive little white ghosts. They are on the Great Horned
Owl’s menu.
By April 2 it was obvious the eggs had hatched. The female, sitting higher, was now more visible.
Saturday, April 12, turned out to be an eventful day. During my morning outing I was approached by an exited
fellow with his two dogs. He asked me if I had seen the
owls. “Well, I just got here and am going in that general
direction, but what is all the excitement about?” I asked.

He said his dogs were attacked by a BIG OWL and there
was a LITTLE one on the ground. He left in a hurry, and
I went to check that out, thinking how could this have
happened? They are only about 14 days old. Getting
close to the nest tree, I looked up.
The female was on the nest, and indeed I saw a young
owl on the ground. I heard the male hoot and was very
much aware that he was not happy with me being so
close to his young. An aerial dive bomb attack was possible. I went home, troubled by this situation. Something
had to be done, both for the safety of people walking
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their dogs and, more important, for the owlet. I went back
an hour later and again
found the young owl,
which had moved to a
sunny spot to get
warmed up a bit. I
should mention the two
dead Deer Mice I found
close to the owlet when
I first found it. The
male must have brought
them during the night,
but with the sub-zero
temperature they were
pretty well frozen.
Keeping a keen eye on
the whereabouts of the
male, I secured the
young owl and then
brought it to the Wildlife Rehabilitation Society centre west of St.
Albert. They would
know what to do with
it. At the centre the little one was carefully
checked out for any
injury. It looked fine
and feisty. The best
thing to do would be to
put it back into the nest,
they suggested. Yeah,
right, but not by this
guy! Fortunately, they knew whom to contact. A few
phone calls were made and by coincidence a licensed
raptor bander named Rick Morse and his helper were on
a owl-banding mission the next day and would do the job.
I was of course interested in watching this operation!
We arranged to meet the next morning so I could lead
them to the nest site. Rick was going to climb the tree,
properly dressed for this occasion with a hard hat that
included a face protection shield, gloves, climbing spurs,
two safety belts, and a heavy leather jacket. His helper
would keep an eye on the owls for the safety of the
climber. Both adults were now continuously flying
around this intruder, hooting, beak snapping, and making
passes at Rick, who was now at the level of the nest.
Three more owlets were in the nest, one still quite small.
Rick put them in a canvas bag and lowered it to the
ground. The larger two and the one that fell from the tree
were banded and returned to the nest; the little one was
too small to be banded, so they decided to bring it to the
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rehab centre. It would not survive with its three larger
nest mates competing for food. Plans were to foster it out
into another Great
Horned Owl nest with
young of a similar
age.
Having had the opportunity to see all
this, I have some personal views I want to
share. The story you
just read may seem to
be a nice one from a
human perspective,
but what if this had
happened at some out
-of-the-way place? I
for one would not
have interfered. Nature would have run
its course. According
to Rick, this particular nest was rather
small to accommodate four young. Just
imagine the feeding
frenzy of four owlets
pushing and shoving,
causing one to fall to
the ground. What
about the runt of the
brood? Was it
doomed from its beginning? It would
have perished no matter what, leaving the other two to
grow up healthy and stronger.
Postcript: On May 6, I made a quick check on the owl
nest and to my pleasant surprise three inquisitive owlets
stared back at me. Two days later they were off the nest.
Ludo Bogaert

Photos by
Ludo Bogaert
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Field Trip Reports
Emily Murphy Park, August 16, 2014
Sixteen of us walked the hillside trails in Emily Murphy Park and the
connecting trail between Emily Murphy and Hawrelak Parks. I hoped
we would see the warbler species I observed in those areas earlier in
the week, but we only saw a Yellow Warbler. A highlight was a close
view of a juvenile Cooper’s Hawk (photo below) being harassed by
crows. It was also nice seeing a Pileated Woodpecker at work. Thanks
to Brian Stephens for keeping track of our sightings.
We saw 19 species.
Don Delaney

Fort Saskatchewan Prairie and Strathcona Riverside
Trails, July 27, 2014
Three of us walked the Fort Saskatchewan Prairie and Strathcona
Riverside Trails today. Colleen Raymond, my sister Kathy, and I had
a very pleasant outing. There is a great proliferation of blooming native wildflowers at the Fort Saskatchewan Prairie at this time. We also
observed birds, dragonflies, and butterflies.
The butterfly highlight was a Tawny Crescent (I think) among the
many Northern Crescents we saw. We also observed several Common
Wood Nymphs, European Skippers, fritillaries we could not capture
and identify, Cabbage Whites, Ringlets, and Clouded Sulphurs.
Colleen caught a Variable Darner and two Spotted Spreadwings in her
net. We also saw many Cherry-faced Meadowhawks and Pale
Snaketails.
Along the Strathcona Riverside Trail to the Bald Eagle nest, we saw
the usual Song Sparrows, Savannah Sparrows, Clay-colored Sparrows, and Goldfinches, as well as two Purple Finches and a Whitethroated Sparrow. We caught Spotted Sandpipers on the shoal by the
outflow and watched a few American White Pelicans flying along the
river and a Red-tailed Hawk soaring and screaming overhead. A highlight was a family of Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers with four young ones
close to the trail edge.
This year three Bald Eagles have been successfully fledged from the
nest. They are all flying to nearby trees and then returning to the nest
tree. We saw no adults.
Don Delaney

Least Flycatcher (l) and Red-eyed Vireo (r) below
All Photos by Don Delaney
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Northwest of Bruderheim, July 10, 2014

Beaumaris Lake, July 15, 2014

Seven of us took a 3-hour walk through the natural area, led by
Hubert Taube. We covered some of the area further west of our usual
loop. The weather stayed nice even though showers were slowly approaching. After lunch (and a downpour) we went over to the wastewater treatment ponds next to the town of Bruderheim.

A group of 6 ENC members spent a lovely few hours walking around
Beaumaris Lake looking at birds, plants, and nature in general. Wonderful weather, some feeders along the way, and a casual, easy walk
with time for conversations led to an enjoyable evening. We saw 20
species.

In the natural area we visited a Northern Goshawk nest site with
fledged young nearby waiting for adults to bring food. The trails are
still crossed by numerous fallen trees from the fire a few years back,
but there is significant growth of low bushes and many new pines.
The new bush is providing good habit for sparrows, kingbirds, and
flycatchers. From time to time we could hear a nighthawk, but only
got a brief glimpse as the lunchtime downpour was ending.

Jana Sneep

At the wastewater ponds we observed a pair of blackbirds on a fence
wire which we initially thought were Brewer’s Blackbirds. However,
the female had a light eye, so it is likely they were Rusty Blackbirds.
In the natural area we found 23 species, while at the waste treatment
area we had 20 species.
Thanks to Hubert for organizing and leading the outing.
Brian Stephens

Common Nighthawk (top) and American Goldfinch (below)
Photos by Gerald Romanchuk

Red-necked Grebes, Photo by Janice Hurlburt

Mallards, Photo by Judy Johnson
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Field Trip Reports
Seba Beach Survey, July 13, 2014

On the edge of the small lake, there were quite a few dragons. The
only one I could catch was a Whiteface:

On Sunday 14 of us went out to Seba Beach. We joined Mike Greaney on a tour of the Conservation Area adjoining his acreage to do an
informal survey of the birds, plants, and bugs on the property.
There were a few challenges. To get out to the east boundary, you
have to get across a muskeg bog. Most of the group were wearing
good boots and kept their feet dry. One guy was chasing a dragonfly
and went down to his knees in the mud. Thought we were gonna need
a winch to get him out. But he’s an experienced mud-bogger and got
out on his own. Three guesses who that was? I did think of bringing
along extra socks, but didn’t think I’d need a clean pair of jeans!
The property has a very nice mixture of habitats, from the black
spruce bog, to pine, spruce, and aspen woods, to clearings and a small
lake. Here’s the group out in the bush:

We had a nice, shady lunch in Mike’s yard, then continued on for a
shorter walk in the afternoon. Mike and his wife Lorraine very generously let us have our wiener roast in their backyard.
Thanks to everyone for coming out and helping. Special thanks to
Brian for doing the bird list and to Colleen and Marg for bug and
plants IDs! We saw 39 bird species.
Gerald Romanchuk
Birdwise we saw and heard quite a bit, even though it’s late in the
season for bird song. I always thought Red-eyed Vireos were the most
persistent singers, going on late in both the day and the season, but out
there the Tennessee Warblers got the award for going on and on.

Photos above and left by Gerald Romanchuk

Highlights included several Boreal Chickadees, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, and Western Tanager. We came across the end of a mobbing
session with chickadees, nuthatches, and kinglets causing a big fuss.
Ann heard some calls from the mobbee, but we couldn’t track it
down.
We flushed a probable Great Horned Owl that took off with a Cooper’s Hawk hot on its tail.
We caught a few dragons such as the darner below, and saw a few
meadowhawks, probably Cherry-faced.

Wood Lily and European Skipper
Photo by Dawne Colwell
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Oleskiw Trails, July 10, 2014

Parkland/Prairie Transition, July 5, 2014

On a cool and blustery afternoon and evening, Councillor Ben Henderson, at the invitation of the Edmonton Nature Club, took part in a
walk in the Oleskiw River Valley along with Shirley Coulson (leader)
and three other ENC members.

Eight of us birded an area bounded by Castor, Coronation, Spondin,
Hanna. and Trochu. The day started off cloudy with a threat of rain in
the air and ended up clear, sunny, and warm. We found a very nice
mix of birds from different environments, including some returning
migrants. We saw 77 species.

The purpose was to show the councillor the various options that have
been proposed by Edmonton Parks for a paved trail connecting Fort
Edmonton footbridge to the new Terwillegar Park footbridge under
construction. We walked along the single-track river-edge trail, the
one favoured by Parks administration for paving but opposed by naturalists on account of the environmental damage this would cause, and
returned along the open trail at the base of the escarpment.

Martin Sharp

A highlight of the observations was seeing three or possibly four
Ospreys circling high above the river and hearing their distinctive
cries, right over where the footbridge is to be constructed.
Botanical highlights included two plants that are known to occur in
the river valley but are not common: bracted bog orchid
(Coeloglossum viride) in full flower, and ebony sedge (Carex eburnea), in fruit. There are four distinct bedstraws along the trails and in
the meadow: two native species, northern bedstraw and sweet-scented
bedstraw (Galium boreale and G. triflorum, respectively), yellow or
lady’s-bedstraw (G. verum), an alien species that is possibly restricted
to that part of Edmonton but occurs there in large numbers, and a
white-flowered bedstraw that could have been a cross between northern and yellow bedstraw and requires further investigation. Disappointingly, a rather large amount of caraway (Carum carvi) occurs in
that area and as a weed should not be allowed to spread. The mystery
climber noted in the winter turned out to be wild morning-glory, Convolvulus sepium, unmistakable with its big white trumpet flowers. It is
not native, but can be seen growing in the ravines, presumably as a
reject with garden refuse. Thirteen bird species were noted.
Patsy Cotterill, with Shirley Coulson and Hubert Taube

Horned Grebe, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk

Griesbach, July 3, 2014
Seven people walked around Sanctuary Wood and Patricia Lake in the
community of Griesbach, a total distance of approximately 1.5 km.
We either saw or heard 10 species.
Michael Frost, with Gerald Romanchuk

Osprey, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
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Field Trip Reports
Hinton and Jasper, June 27–29, 2014
A group of 14 of us spent three days (Friday–Sunday) birding in the
Hinton/Jasper area. Despite a dismal forecast the weather turned out
to be great. We started our trip with a stop at Nojack to check for the
elusive (at this location anyway) American Three-toed Woodpecker.
There were lots of signs but no luck with seeing the actual bird. A
pleasant surprise was a finding a couple of Evening Grosbeaks.
Lunch break was at Obed Lake, which was smooth as glass. No scoters in sight but we did have Osprey, Swainson’s Thrush, Yellowrumped Warbler, Common Loons, Ring-necked Ducks, and Horned,
Eared, Western, and Red-necked Grebes. There were also a large
flutter of Canadian Tiger Swallowtails at the boat launch, several
Common Alpines, and a few LBJs (little blue jobbies).
An afternoon hike around the boardwalk at Maxwell Lake in Hinton
produced a couple of lifers for some, including Rufous Hummingbird
and Western Tanager. Swamp, Lincoln, Clay-colored, and Chipping
Sparrows were numerous. A cooperative Wilson’s Snipe (with her
snipettes) that posed close to the boardwalk was a treat for the photographers in our group. A wren was briefly seen but not long enough to
identify.
After hotel check-in we headed over to Solomon’s Creek. Not as
many flycatchers as we expected, but we did see a couple of Least. A
Belted Kingfisher, Eastern Kingbird, Golden Eagle, and Pine Siskin
were first-of-the-year birds for many of us. Cliff and Tree Swallows
and Lincoln and Clay-colored Sparrows rounded out the count here.
There was another swarm of Swallowtails in a mud puddle.

brighter than it was yesterday, and the swifts did not do their fly-by
until 8:30 p.m. A Mountain Chickadee, which we had not been able to
find so far, appeared to bid us farewell in his raspy voice.
On Sunday morning the group split up, with some visiting Switzer
Provincial Park and the rest returning via a back road route to Edson.
We took the Gregg River Road across from Hwy 40 to the Robb Road
which connects to Hwy 47 to Edson. Lots of Varied Thrush on this
route, with some up-close views. There are a couple of great campsites on this drive (Gregg Cabin Campsite and McLeod River Recreation Area), and we had a good variety of birds including Gray Jays,
Warbling Vireos, Dark-eyed Juncos, Swainson’s Thrush, Ruffed
Grouse, Golden-crowned Kinglets, Tennessee Warblers, Spotted
Sandpipers, American Dippers, and Boreal Chickadees. At McLeod
River we had excellent close-up views of a pair of Pacific-slope Flycatchers that were nesting under the bridge.
We stopped at a burned-out area along Hwy 47 and took a stroll
through the muskeg, where we heard an American Three-toed Woodpecker. We had given up looking for it and were headed back to the
vehicles when it flew into a tree right beside us and stripped bark for
about 10 minutes. This was a lifer for some folks, and such a close
view was really appreciated. We saw and/or heard 85 bird species.
James Fox

After supper we drove over to Jasper and up the Maligne Lake Road.
On a hunch we stopped at the lookout on the way up and soon after
we arrived (7:30 p.m.) we watched a group of ravens fly over the
distant mountaintop followed by some tiny specks which proved to be
Black Swifts. A few minutes later we had a real treat when two swifts
circled a few times directly over our heads before disappearing down
the canyon. We were hoping for Harlequins at the lake but were unsuccessful. A cooperative American Dipper posed directly by the
bridge for us and we also observed Common Merganser, Common
Loons, Townsend’s Warbler, and a Clark’s Nutcracker.
Sunday morning we headed up Highway 40 to Cardinal Divide. A
stop at Watson Campground for Spruce Grouse proved unsuccessful,
probably due to the number of campers and dogs. We did have dippers again at the Gregg River bridge, as well as a Willow Flycatcher
that was a lifer for several of the group. At the top of Cardinal Divide
it was cool but sunny. Birds were rather scarce but we found a Spruce
Grouse (again a lifer for many) and a few Dark-eyed Juncos, American Pipits, Robins, Mountain Bluebirds, and one or two Fox Sparrows. No bears, and to our disappointment no butterflies either.
Shortly after we started back down we pulled off to the side to let a
brigade of about 25 or so Jeeps go roaring by. We were just getting
ready to continue when Heather called out on the radio that she heard
a Varied Thrush. We all jumped out and there it was close to the road
on the very tip of a tall spruce. One wonders where these birds were
when the songs were handed out to the other thrushes. Deer were
numerous and we also spotted couple of Red Foxes.
The Jasper townsite was crowded with tourists, so we separated for
supper, after which we drove to the base of the tramway, where it was
much less busy. Lots of birdlife here, including good looks at a Wilson’s Warbler, Pacific-slope Flycatcher, and Pacific Wren. We went
back up to the lookout at Maligne Canyon. The evening was much

Mountain Goat (top) and
Cardinal Divide (bottom), Photos by Judy Johnson
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Glory Hills, June 22, 2014

Seba Beach, June 18, 2014

Seventeen of us enjoyed a warm and sunny day at the Edmonton and
Area Land Trust’s Glory Hills property.

A group of 9 of us drove to Seba Beach, where we met Mike Greaney
and took a walk through the Conservation Area adjoining his acreage.

The air filled with bird calls as we walked through lush, green, mildly
rolling forested trails. A lake and some marshy ponds throughout the
property harbour ducks and other water birds. We had wonderfully
long and quiet views of Blue-winged Teals and an especially colourful Green-winged Teal pair.

It was fairly quiet bird-wise, but we did see a Cape May Warbler
perched out in the open long enough for everyone to get a good look,
as well as a Broad-winged Hawk, Magnolia Warbler, and Hermit
Thrush.

One highlight of the day was a mildly challenging but rewarding journey to a Great Blue Heron colony, led by Patty Klak, who is a steward
of the property. We watched as adult herons perched on branches and
babies poked little heads up from their tangled stick nests. We witnessed some delightfully graceful lift-offs and landings as well!
Dragonflies, damselflies, bees, moths, and butterflies lit our paths
throughout the day.
We saw or heard 38 bird species. Thanks to Brian Stephens for keeping our species list!

Not many butterflies or dragonflies were active that late in the evening; we saw a Pearl Crescent, a couple of Blues, and several small
moths, along with a few beetles and other bugs. On the way out, a lot
of dragonflies were cruising over the highway.
We plan to return in July and hope to do a more extensive survey of
the property.
We saw or heard 24 species.
Gerald Romanchuk

We also saw several Canadian Tiger Swallowtails, tiny Blues (not
identified), Northern Crescent, and Mandan Skipper Butterflies.
Many sincere thanks to the Edmonton and Area Land Trust, their
generous donors, and dedicated volunteer stewards, for the magnificent work they do conserving these wonderful wildlife-rich natural
areas for present and future human generations to protect and enjoy!
Colleen Raymond

Cape May Warbler, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk

Great Blue Herons, Photo by Janice Hurlburt

Field Trippers at Glory Hills, Photo by Ann Carter
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Field Trip Reports
Century Day at Elk Island, June 14, 2014
The weather was awesome, clear and sunny and warm. I’m sure
that did a lot to get 38 birders out to the park by 7 a.m.!
We took our mob of birders and a long convoy of cars into the park.
Things were fairly routine and uneventful this year, didn’t even
need to break out a first-aid kit. Some of you may remember that
the subtitle from last year was “Bloody, Battered, and Bruised.” I
was under strict instructions to stay on maintained trails this year.
I’m not really great at following instructions, but we did mostly
stick to good trails and everyone came out in one piece.
We began at the hay shelter where Michael Butler had found a
colony of Cliff Swallows; otherwise, they’re almost never seen in
the park. Also picked up Vesper and Savannah Sparrows, also hard
to find in the park. We saw most of the other regular sparrows,
including a really nice look at a Le Conte’s.
We saw or heard Yellow, Yellow-rumped, Orange-crowned, and
Tennessee Warblers, Common Yellowthroat, and Ovenbird, and
had great looks at Black-and-white, Magnolia, and Mourning Warblers. Michael had heard a Connecticut earlier in the morning, but
by the time we got to his spot it had stopped singing.

Great Crested Flycatcher

The park got really busy by noon and it was a challenge to get
around in our convoy. It’s always funny to see the reaction of the
tourists when they see a bunch of cars pulled over and there’s no
bison or moose around. Strangely none of them were interested
when I called out Veery or even Broad-winged Hawk!
There was a lot of watercraft traffic on Astotin, so ducks and were
harder to find than in previous years. Except for Eared Grebe, we
got most of them.
The group got a big kick out of a pair of Great Crested Flycatchers
near the campground. We saw a Broad-winged Hawk hen on a nest
with the male calling nearby. Another hawk was on a nest in a tall
spruce. All you could see was its long tail, but since we’d found
Cooper’s Hawks in that area before, we made a group decision to
count it.
By 4 p.m. it was pretty warm. We were up to 92 birds and down to
15 birders. Along the west boundary we saw House Sparrow, Purple Martin, Pied-billed Grebe, and Yellow-headed Blackbird. A
pair of large dark birds circling in the distance turned out to be
Turkey Vultures. A Cinnamon Teal was right where it was supposed to be. A little further down the road, the last car in the group
spotted a Mountain Bluebird. Made it to 99! But...we couldn’t even
spot a bloody pigeon!

American Bittern
Photos above by Gerald Romanchuk

Eight of the keenest of the keen went back into the park, had a nice
little wiener roast, and discussed the odds of finding the 100th bird.
There were still several possibilities. Since we sat around ’til almost
9:30, an easy one came to mind; we drove down to the old boat
launch and before we even got all the way to the water, we heard
our 100th bird. An American Bittern was pumping away. Way
better than a stinky old pigeon!!
Thanks to everyone who came out and helped out with the hunt!
Our list had 100 birds.
Gerald Romanchuk
American Dipper, Photo by Ann Carter
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Cold Lake, June 6–8, 2014

Strathcona Riverside Trail, May 31, 2014

Thirty of us spent the weekend in the Cold Lake area. Areas birded
included the Lakeshore Trail in the Provincial Park, the PP Campground, Hall’s Lagoon, the Ethel Lake Fen, the Fish Hatchery Road,
Primrose Lake and Ethel Lake Roads, and English Bay, as well as
areas en route between these sites and to and from Cold Lake
(including Birch Lake at Innisfree).

Twenty-two of us walked the Strathcona Riverside Trail this morning.
We were greeted by the cheerful notes of Baltimore Orioles at the
start of the trail. Another highlight was seeing two Bald Eagle nestlings with one of the parents perched at the nest site. At various
points we looked at ponds and the river. We also saw several Tiger
Swallowtails (photo below) and Cabbage White Butterflies and one
Wood Nymph.

We weren’t defeated by Saturday’s hail storm and enjoyed excellent
weather on Friday, Saturday morning, and Sunday. Thanks to all for
their contributions and a very enjoyable weekend. Altogether, 98
species were seen.

We encountered 35 bird species.
Don Delaney

Martin Sharp
DC

Emily Murphy Park, June 11, 2014

Great Grey Owl, Photo by Janice Hurlburt

This event was attended by 22 persons. It was a beautiful evening for
a walk on the hillside trails of Emily Murphy Park and the trail to
Kinsmen Park. We
got some great vocals from Yellow
Warblers, Red-eyed
Vireos, and Least
Flycatchers. There
were 11 species on
our list.
Don Delaney

Cold Lake, Photo by Dawne Colwell

Yellow Warbler
Photo by Don Delaney
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Field Trip Reports
Walk in the Woods, May 25, 2014

St. Albert Songbirds, May 17, 2014

ENC field trippers had the privilege of exploring a large private property west of Edmonton. A great mix of older pine stands, deciduous
forest, and wetland tangles, it provides peaceful wildlife habitat. We
saw White-tailed Deer and evidence of moose on the trail. A large
stick nest suggested Great Horned Owls, and snags had fresh woodpecker drillings. Marsh Marigolds dotted the low-lying areas and our
boots released the scent of wild mint as we stopped to listen to bird
song.

On a sunny and pleasant day 18 of us explored Lacombe Park and the
Grey Nuns White Spruce Park (the Spruce Lot), as well as the John E.
Poole Wetland next to Big Lake.

Birding was more challenging now that leaves have unfolded. Many
Least Flycatchers were calling, but it took a while for us to view one.
Other bird highlights included a Black-throated Green Warbler and a
Black-and-white Warbler that was seen by half the group. All had
good looks at a pair of Purple Finches, and we took the opportunity to
compare their field marks with those of House Finches.
The rain caught up with us as we looped back on the trail system, but
dampness was quickly forgotten when we arrived at the cabin and
settled on the porch for a delicious potluck lunch. The bird feeders
were active and we were treated to great looks at a Rose-breasted
Grosbeak pair. There was a very robust Hairy Woodpecker along
with a diminutive Downy Woodpecker for identification comparisons.
Sincere thanks to Steve Kulak for sharing. We counted 28 species.
Ann Carter

From the parking area at Lacombe Park we spotted American Avocets
on a nearby pond and Forster’s Terns and Franklin’s Gulls over the
lake at the park. We walked the main trail and some side trails along
the small ravine, seeing Least Flycatcher, Orange-crowned and Yellow-rumped Warblers, and White-throated, Song, and Savannah Sparrows. We had a flyover of Double-crested Cormorants, Great Blue
Heron, and Osprey.
We moved over to the Spruce Lot at Hogan Road and Meadowview
Drive around 10:30. Lots of Clay-colored and Savannah Sparrows
were along the field leading to the Spruce Lot. The highlight here was
Great Horned Owl: Jim spotted two of the fledged owls, and we finally picked out the whole family, both adults and the 3 young. We
got glimpses of Ruby-crowned Kinglet and heard Western Tanagers
and Lincoln’s Sparrow, and a Broad-winged Hawk flew over.
Crossing over the Ray Gibbon Drive bridge, we continued along the
river to the John E. Poole wetlands. We saw lots of waterfowl along
the way, but the Nadeau Pond did not have any shorebirds. Yellowheaded and Red-winged Blackbirds were in full force at the wetland,
and Barn, Tree, and Cliff Swallows were at work on the nascent mosquito population. We saw 60 species in these three areas.
After a late lunch, 7 of us went over to the 170 Street ponds to look
for the Lesser Black-backed Gull. Amid large numbers of Franklin’s,
California, Ring-billed, and Herring Gulls, we saw several candidates
but gradually ruled them out, except for one young bird that seemed to
fit the bill. Discussion about the Lesser Black-backed based on posting of some photos is ongoing. John Jaworski spotted a Marbled
Godwit there as well, bringing the total species to 64 including the
Lesser Black-backed tentative ID.
Brian Stephens

Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Photo by Janice Hurlburt

DC

Hermitage Park, May 21, 2014

I suppose a good field trip leader would've counted how many
people came out for our walk in the park last night. But since it
was me, all you get is a rough estimate of about 20. We had a
nice walk on a beautiful night. Not a ton of birds or anything
too crazy, but enough to keep is busy. We saw 27 species.
Gerald Romanchuk
DC
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River Valley Oleskiw, May 3, 2014

Scouting for the Snow Goose Chase, April 19, 2014

This is the area where the North Trail (part of the City’s Terwillegar
Park and West End Trails plan) is to be located. The trail alignment,
which is controversial, remains to be determined by the city. A total
of 15 people were present; 11 met at the parking lot at the west end of
Fort Edmonton Park, and 4 more joined us at the Fort Edmonton Footbridge at 10:15 a.m.

With the much-anticipated Snow Goose Chase just a week away, our
group of 15 headed to Tofield in hopes of finding this year’s birding
hot spots.

The weather was cloudy, the temperature 0 ºC with a high of 3.6 ºC in
the afternoon, and a NE wind of 10 km/hr.
Turning left into the Edmonton Natural Area we followed the “vehicle
-wide” track into the meadow and along the base of the escarpment.
This part of the trail is well protected from the wind by the escarpment, and we had a good view across the meadow to the forest. We
saw a flock of White-fronted Geese, a pair of Canada Geese, and a
Red-tailed Hawk flying overhead. A Yellow-rumped Warbler was
seen and heard in the poplar trees, as well as Downy Woodpeckers
and Black-capped Chickadees. Further along the escarpment trail we
saw Yellow-shafted Northern Flickers, European Starlings, and
American Robins in the old giant skeletal trees in the meadow ahead.
These old trees provide valuable “stepping stones” and protection for
wildlife in the meadow. After crossing the meadow to the river we
saw where trees and undergrowth have been cleared for the abutments
of the proposed
Terwillegar Footbridge on both
sides of the river.
Turning left we
followed the narrow trail along the
edge of the
meadow and into
the riparian old
growth poplar
forest, following
the river. Signs of
spring are emerging: poplar and
willow catkins,
and Hazelnut and
Canada Buffaloberry in flower.
We saw large
fresh rectangular
recesses in the
Balsam Poplar
snags expertly
“chiselled” by
Pileated Woodpeckers!

Our first stop was Francis Point. The new signage and improved picnic area are great! The walk to the blind yielded a few small passerines. Raptors were plentiful over the dry lake bed but too distant for
good views. We did have a very nice fly-over by a single pair of
swans, and Donna treated us to her Easter baking.
We then worked some parts of the grid moving south and east. Snow
and rain during the two previous days limited our driving tour to the
“higher ground.” On this first warm sunny day in quite a while, the
birds seemed to be on the move. Over-all waterfowl numbers were
very low, although we did identify a variety of species. The most
common duck was Northern Pintail. A highlight was the group of 50
swans, in really good light, using a pond along RR183 just south of
Rowan’s Route. While paused there, we heard a meadowlark singing.
We scoped an owl nest, determined that the bird was in residence, and
moved on to the joys of the gull pond at Ryley. Among the many Ring
-billed there were a good number of California Gulls, a single Franklin’s, a single adult Herring, and a bird we spent a while deciding was
probably a “2nd winter” Herring Gull in changing plumage. Thanks to
the group for hanging in there while we peered through the scope and
flipped through the guides.
Snow Geese? Yes, we did see them. There were groups flying overhead just southeast of Beaverhills Lake. Flock sizes were in the 300 to
1,500 range. The clear blue sky made them appear a startling white.
On a quick run to Holden we were lucky to see a large number of
Snow Geese lift off to the south of Hwy 14. A short way down TR
494 we stopped, marvelling at the thousands (15K) of birds circling
low, cycling upward, and then back down to water. The birds were
settling down out of sight so we attempted a change of location but
soon discovered the area was inaccessible.
The public park in Holden was a warm and sunny lunch stop where
we added a pair of Canvasbacks to our list.
On the way home, John and I returned briefly to the swan spot, as we
wanted to see if the birds would hold at that location. Fewer than half
the swans were still there, and most of the ducks were gone.
Thanks to all the trip participants for spotting and identifying. We
counted a total of 44 species for the day.
Ann Carter and John Jaworski

This was a good
outing with a large
Golden Eagle
group and a nice
Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
variety of birds.
Highlights include Golden Eagle, Say’s Phoebe, and Yellow-rumped
Warbler. Mammals seen were coyote, red squirrel, vole, mouse, chipmunk, beaver, porcupine, and deer. We counted 23 species of birds.
Shirley Coulson

Tundra Swans, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
Dawne Colwell, PN editor. Please send submissions to colwelld@shaw.ca
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Take a Second Look!
Things may not be as they first appear.
After a long cold winter the many certainties in our natural
world can be very comforting. The temperatures rise, the ice
and snow melt, and the geese and cranes flow overhead. We
get out and welcome the familiar changes occurring as they
always do, yet wonder how they all continue to happen. In spite
of the ever-increasing challenges they face in every cycle, the
songbirds are singing, courting, and raising their families.

buffalo and lay their eggs in available nests? How do they learn
to be cowbirds and not imprint on the host birds?
Cowbirds prefer a variety of open habitats, frequently near
livestock. Agriculture expansion, forest removal, and resource
development have given them access to new host species, expanding that number to over 200. The role cowbirds play in the
decline of songbird populations is uncertain. Some controlled
trapping has been allowed to protect endangered birds such as

Ruby-crowned Kinglet feeding a young Cowbird

Or are they? The sight of adults carrying food and the sounds
of hungry fledglings can be deceiving.

the Kirkland’s Warbler, but habitat loss and fragmentation are
likely greater contributors to declining numbers.

In the Whitemud Nature Reserve I have observed many busy
adults feeding noisy hungry fledglings. Unfortunately, eleven
different species have been seen feeding young Brown-headed
Cowbirds. This list includes Song, Clay, Chipping, and Whitethroated Sparrows, Yellow and Yellow-rumped Warblers, and
Red-eyed and Blue-headed Vireos. Western Tanagers seem to
be the best match in size, but Dark-eyed Juncos appear to be a
particular favourite target. One nest started with four young
juncos and a cowbird and finished with one fledgling of each.
The parent I felt was in greatest danger was the Ruby-crowned
Kinglet who appeared too small to approach that huge gaping
mouth! I wonder if the close proximity of the University farm
contributes to this degree of parasitism.

Cowbird eggs have a shorter incubation period than those of
host species; the young grow more quickly and frequently evict
host eggs or young. Female cowbirds may lay 40 to 50 eggs in
a season, but only two or three may mature to adulthood. Some
host species are learning to respond by puncturing and removing the alien egg. Our Yellow Warbler may desert the nest or
build a new one on top of the original, but many other birds
accept or do not notice the cowbird egg.

Cowbirds are North America's only brood parasitic species.
Brown-headed Cowbirds are native to our area and have been
here for a very long time. How did they evolve? As grassland
birds, did they ever build nests or did they always follow the

Perhaps cowbirds’ bad image is unwarranted, as host species
are so varied and cowbird numbers do not appear to be expanding. They are protected as a migratory species, and disturbing
eggs or harming the birds is illegal.

Recent observations indicate a cowbird does not simply lay an
egg and leave, but will actually monitor hosts’ behaviour and
somehow convince them that they would be wise to look after
the uninvited guest!
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Surprises can occur in other situations too. That lovely quiet
butterfly may be so still because, on closer study, we see that it
is providing lunch for a hungry crab spider. A beautiful Blue
Darner dragonfly is doing what? It is eating a colourful Yellow
Meadowhawk dragonfly for brunch.

That young Northern Flicker is surely wondering why Mom is
telling him to get back inside the nest hole instead of feeding
him, but Mother knows best!
So when a common situation seems not quite right, take a second look. You never know what you may find.
Betty Fisher

Cowbird chick and Dark-eyed Junco chick sit side by side in the nest.
Photos by Betty Fisher

Members’ Photos

Le Conte’s Sparrow, Photo by Betty Fisher

Killdeer, Photo by Harry Colquhoun

